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The Giant Jam Sandwich
Vocabulary in Action Level G
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade six vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step
manner."--Cover.

Codes, Ciphers and Secret Writing
My Book of Easy Mazes, Ages 2-3-4
These cards will help your child learn the multiplication tables up to 12X12. Combining the physical practice of a write &
wipe approach with the rote memorization of a traditional flash card will assure that children get as much help as possible
with this important concept.
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Reading
Amelia, the White House cook, struggles to fulfill the President's desire for bigger and bigger desserts while trying to
persuade him to provide desserts for children who wouldn't otherwise get them

A Cookie for the President
" iMaths is an investigative-based numeracy program thath comprehensively addresses both the content and proficency
strands of the Australian curriculum". -- Back cover.

IMaths
A series of books using modelling, guided and independent practice to teach students strategies they can use to develop
different reading comprehension skills.

My Book of Measurement
Varjak Paw
Building Vocabulary Skills and Strategies Level 4
Kumon's research has discovered that children learn more easily when they tackle one skill at a time. That's why Kumon
Focus on Workbooks shine a spotlight on one challenging maths topic per book and help children improve these essential
skills and gain confidence in their abilities. Each workbook utilises the Kumon Method - a step-by-step, incremental
approach that helps children learn at their own pace and without anxiety. By rigorously practising each skill, the child will
be proficient in the mathematics that is crucial for future learning.

Nanotechnology Characterization Tools for Tissue Engineering and Medical Therapy
Good reading skills are essential not only for fourth-grade academic success, but also for lifelong learning. The teacherPage 2/10
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reviewed, curriculum-based activities and exercises in this 3-in-1 SuperWorkbook will help your children catch up, keep up,
and get ahead. Best of all, they’ll have lots of fun doing it! SPELLING SUCCESS WORD SEARCH -- Fun games help kids create
new words by adding prefixes and then finding those words in a word search. CRISS CROSS -- Crossword puzzles review
topics such as homophones (i.e., 5. Down: to welcome or receive Answer: accept). VOCABULARY SUCCESS Helps kids
distinguish between synonyms and antonyms. Find three synonyms or antonyms in a row, and win! TIC-TAC-TOE -- COMBO
MAMBO -- Reviews word roots by having kids create all the words they can from a given root. READING COMPREHENSION
SUCCESS FACT & OPINION --Interesting articles help kids back up opinions with facts from the text on topics such as "Should
kids have cell phones?" QUESTION BUSTERS -- Right There and Think-and-Search questions explain how to find the answers
to straightforward and not-so-straightforward questions about a story. PLUS! CHECK IT! STRIPS -- Reinforce concepts and
build confidence as kids check their own work. Give your child’s grades and confidence a boost with 4th Grade Super
Reading Success. Why Sylvan Learning Products Work Sylvan Learning Workbooks won a Honors Award from the National
Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA) as a top book series for children in the elementary-aged category. The NAPPA is the
nation’ s most comprehensive awards program for children’s products and parenting resources, and has been critically
reviewing products since 1990. The Award recognizes Sylvan Learning Workbooks as some of the most innovative and
useful products geared to parents. Sylvan's proven system inspires kids to learn and has helped children nationwide catch
up, keep up, and get ahead in school. Sylvan has been a trusted partner for parents for thirty years, and has based their
supplemental education success on programs developed through a focus on the highest educational standards and detailed
research. Sylvan’s line of educational products equips families with fun, effective, and grade-appropriate learning tools. Our
workbooks and learning kits feature activities, stories, and games to reinforce the skills children need to develop and
achieve their academic potential. Students will reap the rewards of improved confidence and a newfound love of learning.

Decimals & Fractions Grade 5
Vocabulary in Action - Vocabulary WorkbooksWelcome to the NEW Vocabulary in Action, the premier vocabulary
development program! With this comprehensive program, students study and learn hundreds of words that were
researched and selected for frequency, occurrence, and relevance to the real world as well as standardized
assessment.Consumable student books pair with online resources and teacher instruction to provide vocabulary instruction
that is introduced, reinforced, and applied in engaging, systematic ways. The Vocabulary in Action workbook is designed to
improve oral and written vocabulary through interactive vocabulary practice, giving students the gift of a larger and more
descriptive vocabulary.

My Book of Telling Time.
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Mesopotamian Blue cat, Varjak Paw, has never been Outside before; he and his family have always lived in the isolated
house at the top of the hill. But Varjak is forced out into the city when the sinister Gentleman and his two menacing cats
take over his home. With help from his mystical ancestor, Jalal, Varjak manages to overcome challenges such as selfsurvival and a threat from the gangland cats, and he ultimately discovers the terrifying secrets behind the Vanishings. But
can he save his own family from their fate? With wonderful integrated illustrations from acclaimed comic book artist Dave
McKean, this book will appeal to all ages. From the Hardcover edition.

My Book of Simple Mulitiplication
The classic ghost story from Penelope Lively, one of the modern greats of British fiction for adults and children alike.When
James' family moves to a ancient cottage in Oxfordshire (with grounds that are great for excavations and trees that are
perfect for climbing), it doesn't take long for odd things to stard happening. Doors crash open and strange signs appear,
written in an archaic hand. James soon discovers the culprit: a ghost! It's the spirit of Thomas Kempe, a 17th century
apothecary who wants James to be his apprentice. The problem? No one else believes in ghosts. It's up to James to get rid
of him An iconic ghost story for children, The Ghost of Thomas Kempe is adored by generations of readers.

Multiplication Flashcards Write and Wipe!
Provides an easy introduction to multiplication up to 5 x 10.

Grade 3 Geometry and Measurement
A multidisciplinary forrum for communicating new information, new interpretations, and recent research results concerning
Japan to the English-reading world.

Focus on Reducing and Calculating Fractions
Addition Grade 1
Our UK Commonwealth Editions have been reexamined to see how they align with UK education standards. Kumon offers
four titles that support the Early Years Learning Stage curriculum and four titles that support Key Stage 1 curriculum. Give
your child an edge in education with Kumon Workbooks.
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The Ghost of Thomas Kempe
"This book will develop your child's understanding of measurement while also strengthening his or her sense of numbers." --

Tuck Everlasting
Ninth volume of a 40 volume series on nanoscience and nanotechnology, edited by the renowned scientist Challa S.S.R.
Kumar. This handbook gives a comprehensive overview about Nanotechnology Characterization Tools for Tissue
Engineering and Medical Therapy. Modern applications and state-of-the-art techniques are covered and make this volume
an essential reading for research scientists in academia and industry.

Fourth Grade Super Reading Success (Sylvan Super Workbooks)
Mathematical Reasoning Level F
Kumon, Multiplication
Here's a great vocabulary program that is equally appropriate for younger students working at grade level and older
students who have "forgotten" or never mastered the basics. The friendly look and tone of this series belies the
comprehensive sweep of the instructional sequence. Every topic--from primary level phonics to the specialized terminology
of essay tests--is developed "from the ground up." Includes answer key, 144-pages. Contents include: Synonyms/Antonyms,
Precise Word Choice, Parts of Speech, Abbreviations/Acronyms, Dictionary Skills, Multiple-Meaning Words.

The Journal of Japanese Studies
Cipher and decipher codes: transposition and polyalphabetical ciphers, famous codes, typewriter and telephone codes,
codes that use playing cards, knots, and swizzle sticks . . . even invisible writing and sending messages through space. 45
diagrams.

Intro to Geometry (Grades 6-8)
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It's a dark day for Itching Down. Four million wasps have just descended on the town, and the pests are relentless! What
can be done? Bap the Baker has a crazy idea that just might work . . . Young readers will love this lyrical, rhyming text as
they watch the industrious citizens of Itching Down knead, bake, and slather the biggest wasp trap there ever was! John
Vernon Lord's bright ink and crayon illustrations fill the pages with humorous detail.

Amazing Mazes
Teaching Comprehension Strategies: Book F 10-11 years
The Road Through the Hills and Other Stories
"This workbook will help your child learn addition sums beyond 20."--cover.

My Book of Measurement: Volume
My Book of Number Games 1-150 is in the 'Math Skills Workbooks for Pre-K' series that covers ages 4-6. Perfect for children
who can recognise and recite numbers from 1 to 150, use this workbook to help children to further develop their counting
abilities. Exercises include drawing a line from one point to another in numerical order while saying each number out loud,
as well as matching each number and coloring in the blank spaces.

My Pedagogic Creed, by Prof. John Dewey; Also, the Demands of Sociology Upon Pedagogy, by
Prof. Albion W. Small.
"If your child is starting to use a pencil, then this book will build on that foundation. Use this book to help your child develop
pencil skills while having fun with easy mazes."

Vocabulary Workshop Level Blue (Teacher's Edition)(New Edition)
The author presents an account of her year in Damascus, where she studied Jesus's role in Islam, witnessed an influx of
refugees displaced by America's Middle East invasion, and fell in love with a young French novice monk.
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My Book of Number Games 1-150
A brand new Bob Books boxed set featuring 12 easy-to-read stories! Great for kindergarten and first grade readers, this
boxed set includes twelve mini-books. This set is the perfect stepping stone to independent reading since it contains four
level A books, four level B's, and four level C's. In typical Bob Books style, these mini-books have lots of repetition, friendly
illustrations, and silly stories. Bob Books First Stories is a great companion to Bob Books Set 1: Beginning Readers and Sight
Words Kindergarten and Sight Words First Grade.

My First Book of Uppercase Letters
Builds on early reading skills to help children master the reading and writing of phrases that combine similar-sounding
consonant and vowel combinations in a volume that offers tracing and pronunciation games involving such example
phrases as "grab the grape" and "ride the bike." Original.

More Reading Comprehension Level 2:in Varied Subject Matter
The second book in the Telling Time sequence helps children learn how to develop their time-telling skills by including
minutes. By using a variety of different activities to keep children engaged, this workbook helps children learn this difficult
skill without feeling frustrated or anxious.

Decimals & Fractions
The Bread of Angels
The thrilling Newbery Medal–winning classic about an Eskimo girl lost on the Alaskan tundra Julie of the Wolves is a staple in
the canon of children’s literature and the first in the Julie trilogy. The survival theme makes it a good pick for fans of
wilderness adventures such as My Side of the Mountain, Hatchet, or Island of the Blue Dolphins. This edition, perfect for
classroom or home use, includes John Schoenherr’s original scratchboard illustrations throughout, as well as bonus
materials such as an introduction written by Jean Craighead George’s children, the author’s Newbery acceptance speech,
selections from her field notebooks, a discussion guide, and a further reading guide. To her small Eskimo village, she is
known as Miyax; to her friend in San Francisco, she is Julie. When her life in the village becomes dangerous, Miyax runs
away, only to find herself lost in the Alaskan wilderness. Miyax tries to survive by copying the ways of a pack of wolves and
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soon grows to love her new wolf family. Life in the wilderness is a struggle, but when she finds her way back to civilization,
Miyax is torn between her old and new lives. Is she Miyax of the Eskimos—or Julie of the wolves? Don't miss any of the
books in Jean Craighead George's groundbreaking series: Julie of the Wolves, Julie, and Julie's Wolf Pack.

My Book of Writing Words
Critically acclaimed when it was first published, Tuck Everlasting has become a much-loved, well-studied modern-day
classic. This anniversary edition features an in-depth interview conducted by Betsy Hearne in which Natalie Babbitt takes a
look at Tuck Everlasting twenty-five years later. What if you could live forever? Is eternal life a blessing or a curse? That is
what young Winnie Foster must decide when she discovers a spring on her family’s property whose waters grant
immortality. Members of the Tuck family, having drunk from the spring, tell Winnie of their experiences watching life go by
and never growing older. But then Winnie must decide whether or not to keep the Tucks’ secret—and whether or not to join
them on their never-ending journey. Praise for Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt: “A fearsome and beautifully written book
that can't be put down or forgotten.” —The New York Times “Exciting and excellently written.” —The New York Times Book
Review “With its serious intentions and light touch the story is, like the Tucks, timeless.” —Chicago Sun-Times “Probably the
best work of our best children's novelist.” —Harper's “Natalie Babbitt's great skill is spinning fantasy with the lilt and sense
of timeless wisdom of the old fairy tales. . . . It lingers on, haunting your waking hours, making you ponder.” —The Boston
Globe “This book is as shapely, crisp, sweet, and tangy as a summer-ripe pear.” —Entertainment Weekly This title has
Common Core connections.

Bob Books: First Stories
"[Readers] ages four to six can learn all about the wild cousins of man's best friend--from robust canines like wolves to
sneaky foxes and more."--

Wild Dogs and Canines! (Wild Kratts)
Helps children who are starting to learn the alphabet grasp the differences between capital and lower-case letters,
providing skill-building worksheets featuring colorful representative images, traceable capital letters and write-in spaces.
Original.

Julie of the Wolves
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Promotes beginning multiplication skills by introducing specific concepts gradually to enable complete mastery and the
memorization of multiplication basics, sharing an abundance of practice pages for extra reinforcement. Original.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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